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CONVOLUTION AND SEPARATE CONTINUITY

JAMES C. S. W O N G

In this paper, we extend the convolution formula

f{xy)dli (,x)dv(y)

= \ \ f{xy)dv{y)dn(x),

where / G Li(/x * v), fi,vE: M(S) and T(X, y) = xy, x, y G S for
a locally compact group S to locally compact semigroups with
separately continuous multiplication. More precisely, we show
that for such semigroups, the same convolution formula is valid
if the measure fi x v is replaced by a suitable measure on S x S
(closely related to fi x v)9 thus improving a result of I. Glickberg
and complementing results of B. E. Johnson. Some important
consequences of this convolution formula in abstract harmonic
analysis on separately continuous semigroups are discussed.

1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group and CQ(G)
the continuous functions on G which vanish at infinity. Let I,J be
nonnegative linear functional in C0(G)* and /x, v the measures in M(G)
which correspond to I,J respectively. The convolutions I*J and
fi * v are defined, using Riesz Representation Theorem and Fubini's
Theorem by

*v = jj f(xy)dn(x)dv(y) = jj f(xy)dv(y)dti(x)y

for / G C0(G). Moreover, if / G LX(JL * v), then

j fdfi*r = j fordfi x v = j j f(xy)dp(x)dr(y)

r ' f(xy)dv(y)dfi(x),

where r : G x G - » G i s defined by T(JC, y) = xy. (See Hewitt and Ross
[4, §19.10] for details.)

If G is only a locally compact semigroup with separately continuous
multiplication, Glicksberg showed in [3] that the convolutions I*J and
fi * v can still be defined (without appealing to Fubini's Theorem) by the
formula
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= J fdn*v = jjf(xy)dfi(x)dv(y) = jj f(xy)dv(y)dn(x),

i f / eC 0 (G) .
In fact, it was shown that if f E C0(G), then the function

y-» f(xy)dfi(x) is bounded continuous (though not necessarily in

C0(G)) and the two iterated integrals always coincide (irrespective of
Fubini's Theorem). However, the convolution formula (*) may or may
not be valid in general.

Later, Johnson in [7] proved that if / is bounded continuous (and r
separately continuous), than f°r is measurable with respect to any
measure in M(G x G) and therefore by Fubini's Theorem,

x v = j j f{xyW(x)dv{y) = jj f(xy)dv(y)dfi(x)

for such /. In particular, the convolution formula (*) is valid for any
/ECo(G).

In this paper, we shall prove that if / E L^/JL * *>), then

(**) j fdf, * v = jj f(xy)dp(x)dv(y)= j j f{xy)dv{y)d^{x),

and as a consequence, the convolution formula (*) is true for any
bounded continuous functions / on G. The method is of course, to
bypass the Fubini's Theorem and work with iterated integrals, because
f°r need not be measurable with respect to fi x v if / E L^jn * v).

It should be remarked that if multiplication in the semigroup G is
jointly continuous, then / ° r is in Li(fi x v) if / is in LI(/JL * v) and so
formula (*) is true for such /. The proof is actually the same as in the
group case (see Hewitt and Ross [4, Theorem 19.10 p. 267], where no use
is made of the continuity of inversion).

The formula (**) is of fundamental importance in abstract harmonic
analysis. It allows us to define the convolutions fi Of and /O/x of a
measure /x E M(G) and any bounded Borel function /. The results are
generalised functions with the property that

where (f,/JL) denotes the integral I f^dfi which always exists (see Wong

[14] and §4 below for details).
Many results which depend on formula (**) but not on joint

continuity of semigroup multiplication can now be carried over to
separately continuous semigroups. For example, results in [10], [11],
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[12], [13] and [14] etc. This is particularly interesting since many
semigroups are notoriously only separately continuous.

2. Notations and terminologies. For notations and ter-
minologies in integration on locally compact spaces, we shall follow
Hewitt and Ross [4]. Let S be a locally compact semigroup with
separately continuous multiplication and M(S) the measure algebra with
total variation norm and convolution fi * v as multiplication defined by

fdfi *v = 1 1 f(xy)dfi(x)dv(y) = j j f(xy)dv(y)dfi(x)

for / E C0(S), the space of continuous functions on S which vanish at
infinity. (See Glicksberg [3] for details.) As in [4], we shall use the
same symbol //, to denote both the outer measure and its induced
measure. Note that measures in M(S) are complete.

Let r: S x S-+S be the mapping defined by T(X, y) = xy, x,y E 5
and for each y ES, define ry: S^S and ry: S -> S by ry(x) = xy and
Ty(x) = yjc, x E S. The maps ry, r

y, y E S are all continuous but r need
not be so.

3. Main results. We first prove a special case of the convolu-
tion formula (**) when / = ijA is the characteristic function of a fi * im-
measurable set A:

with the usual interpretation of the integrals, namely, the function
y->jLt(Ay"!) is \v\ —a.e. defined and \v\-a.e. equal to a function in
Li(*>), etc. Here Ay"1 = {x E S: xy E A} and similarly for x~lA.

The proof is broken up into a series of lemmas. (See Stromberg [8]
and also methods used in Hewitt and Stromberg [6, §12.45])

LEMMA 3.1. Let U be any open set in S and /JL,VE M+(S), then

= J
The functions y-^ix{Uy~l) and x-*v{x~lU) are in fact defined
everywhere and are bounded lower semicontinuous.

Proof If U is open in S, then (ju is lower semi-continuous and
hence
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by [4, §11.10] where Coo(S) are the continuous functions on S with
compact supports. Now for each y G S, £v ° Ty is also lower semi-
continuous. In fact

€u°Ty= sup{/ » T , : / G C

Hence by [4, §11.13], for each y G S

J M * y )dn (x) = J f„ o Ty (x )dp, (x)

Now the function y —• I f(xy)dfi(x) is continuous if f & CoO(S)

by Glicksberg's result [3, §1.2]. Therefore the function y —>

I &/ (jcy )d/A (x) = fi (l/y -1) is defined everywhere and lower semi-

continuous (and obviously bounded). Moreover

H *V(U)= J (jvdfL *v

= sup{| fdfi * v:feCMS),f^€u}

= sup{| ( |

= j j Uxy)dfi(x)dv(y)

by applying [4, §11.13] again. The other half of the Lemma can be
proven by considering the map ry.

LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a-compact and n,v E M+(S), then

The function y -» I £F(xy)d/x,(x)(jc —> I ^F(xy)di^(y)) is defined

everywhere and is v-measurable (fi-measurable).
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Proof. Let F be compact, then U = F ' is open and £F = 1 - ft, is
then bounded measurable with respect to any measure in M(S). So is
£F ° ry = 1 - f[/ ° Ty for each yGS. Hence

is defined everywhere and ^-measurable by Lemma 3.1. (in fact upper
semi-continuous). Moreover

fi * v{F) = /JL* v(X) -fi* v{U)

= fi(X)v(X)- j j Uxy)dfJi(x)dv(y)

= j [fi(X)- j Uxy)dfi(x)}dv(y)

= j j {F(xyW(x)dv(y).

Similarly fi * v(F) = j J ^F{xy)dv{y)dti{x).

If F is o--compact, choose a sequence of compact sets Fn such that
Fn | F. Then for each y E S, Fny~l f Fy"1 and by Monotone Con-
vergence Theorem,

Therefore y —> I ^F(xy)dfi(x) is defined everywhere and v-

measurable. Another application of Monotone Convergence Theorem
gives

* v{F) t /. * u(Fn) =

Hence, /u, * r (F) = J J ^F (xy )dfi (x )dv (y ). Similarly fi * v (F) =

LEMMA_ 3.3. Ler B 6e any sufeser of S, fi,vEM+(S), then
and fi*v(B)^ LJy£B(xy) where I,J are the non-
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negative linear functionals in C0(S)* corresponding to /JL,V and I,J
extensions of I,J to nonnegative functions on S ([4, §11.16]). If
fi*v(B) = O, then jji(By~1) = O for v-almost all yES and By1 is
fi-measurable for v-almost all yES. Similarly for x~lB.

Proof,

fi * v{B) = inf {fi * v{U): U open, U D B}

€u(xy)dli(x)dv(y): U open, [ / D

= 'mi{JyI4u(xy): U open, U D B} (using [4, §11.36] twice)

g JyL^B (xy ) since & g &

and (jUy-i g gBy-i for all y G S. Similarly

Now if /JL * v(B) = 0, then JyLi;B(xy) = 0 and by [4, Theorem 11.27],
the set {y:/x(By"1)>0} is I'-null. Hence By"1 is /x-null and /JL-
measurable for ^-almost all y. Similarly, x~*B is i^-null and im-
measurable for fi -almost all x. (Note that the measures in M(S) are
complete.)

LEMMA 3.4. Let fi,vE M+(S) and A be \x * v-measurable, then
Ay~l is fi-measurable for v-almost all y and x~lA is v-measurable for

JJL-almost all x. Moreover, the function y —> I %A {xy )dfi (x) = fi (Ay-1) is

defined v - a.e. and equal v - a.e. to a function in Li(v). Similarly for

the function x -> I ^A(xy)dv(y) = v(x~lA). Moreover

v(A) = f f M*yW(x)dv(y) = f f
Proof Let A CS be /JL * immeasurable. Write A = B U F where

F is o--compact and B is /x * i^-null, B D F = 0 . For each y, Ay"1 =
By"1 U Fy"1 and f Ay-i = fBy-i + fpy->. Now ^Fy-' is fx-measurable and by
Lemma 3.3, By ~l is 9/JL -measurable and /JL -null for v-almost all y. Hence
Ay"1 is ^-measurable and fi(Ay~1) = ^(Fy"1) for i/-almost all

y. Consequently, the function y —> I ^A(xy)dfi(x) = /x(Ay"J) is defined

v - a.e. and is v - a.e. equal to I ^F(xy)d/uL(x) = ii(Fy~l) which is in

Lx(v). Moreover
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/A *v(A) = fi *v(F)

£F(xy)dfi(x)dV(y)

U{xy)dfx{x)dv{y).

A similar argument completes the proof of the Lemma.

THEOREM 3.5. If fju, v G M+(S), f £ Li(/i * v), then

f(xy)dfi(x)dv(y) = jl f{xy)dv{y)dli(x)

with the usual interpretation of iterated integrals.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.4 using standard
convergence arguments.

COROLLARY 3.8. Let fELi(fi*v) and suppose that f is also
measurable with respect to the cr-ring Shi generated by the compact Gs's in
S. Then f°r is fi x v-measurable and

j fdfi*v= J fordfi x v= \ j f(xy)dfi(x)dv(y)

= / / f(xy)dv(y)dn(x).

Proof. It is enough to show that / ° r is /JL X ̂ -measurable. The
corollary then follows from Theorem 3.5 and Fubini's Theorem. Since
the map r: 5 x S -» S is separately continuous, by a result of Johnson [7,
Theorem 2.2], for each B E$8U r~\B) is measurable with respect to any
measure in M(S x S). But / is S8rmeasurable. Hence f°r is /JL x im-
measurable.

REMARKS. The sets in S8i are sometimes called the Baire sets (e.g.
in [1]). However, we follow [4] or [6] and define the Baire sets as the
o--ring S80 generated by the sets of the form G ={x: f(x)>0}
or equivalently sets of the form Z = {x:/(x) = 0} where / is
continuous. 38O contains all compact Gs's and hence 38 2. It is well-
known that if S is compact, each Z is a compact Gs and S80 = S8i- If S is
compact metric, then S80 = S8i = S8 the Borel sets.

Consequently, if S is compact and / E Lj(/x * v) is also Baire
measurable, then / ° T is JJL X ̂ -measurable and the convolution formula
(*) holds for such /. (See also [2, §1.2].)
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It should be pointed out that there are plenty of compact separately
continuous semigroups. For example, the weakly almost periodic com-
pactification of any separately continuous semigroup (not necessarily
locally compact).

It is also interesting to observe that although / ° T need not be
ix x immeasurable if / E Li(/x * v) and r only separately continuous,
there is always a measure (i ®v on S x S such that / ° T is fi ® v
measurable when / E Li(/x * v). Moreover f°rE L^fi (g)v) and

= / / f(xy)dv(y)dti(x).

The measure fi^Qv is defined as follows: Let Ŝ ' = {r~\A): A is
fi * v measurable}. Then Sf is a cr-algebra. We define /t * î  on 5̂  by
putting

where A is /x * i/ measurable. This is well defined. For if r~1(A) =
T~\B) with A,JB fi *v measurable, then xy E A iff xy £ B for any
x, y E S. (If S has identity, then A = B and there is nothing to
prove.) Therefore, Ay"1 = By'1 for all y ES. By Lemma 3.4,

for *>-almost all y and

Now it is straightforward to show that fi 0 v is a finite measure on 5̂
(though not necessarily in M(S x S)). The very definition of JX,®I>
gives the convolution formula (***) when / is the characteristic function
and a standard (e.g. monotone convergence) argument establishes the
same formula for / E Li(fi *v).

The /x * v measurable sets and the sets in Sf in general may not be
the same but they both contain the cr-ring T~\0&I). Consequently, if
/ E Li(/x * v) is also S82 measurable, then f°r is both fi x v and fL<S>v

measurable and

I / ° rdfi x v = I / v.
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In particular, the same equality obtains for / E CQQ(S) (see also [1,
§56.1]). Of course if T is jointly continuous, then each set in 5̂  is /x x v
measurable and fi x v agrees with /x (g) v on $f.

4. C o m m e n t s . The convolution formula

= J j f(xy)dn(x)dv(y) = jj f{xy)dv{y)dn(x\

f E Li(ii * p), [i9vE M(S) has some far reaching consequences in ab-
stract harmonic analysis for separately continuous semigroups.

First, it can be used to show that the probability measures on S form
a semigroup (algebraically) under convolution. Moreover, their sup-
ports or carriers satisfy the condition

carrier fi *v = [carrier fi • carrier v]~, fi,vE M0(S).

These are extensions of results in Glicksberg [3, §4] for compact
separately continuous semigroups (in which case the probability meas-
ures on S form even a compact separately continuous semigroup under
convolution and weak* topology of M(S) = C0(S)*). Since the constant
functions are in L^/JL * v), it follows from the convolution formula above
that the convolution of two probability measures is again a probability
measure. To prove the assertion about their carriers, we argue as
follows: Let A = carrierJJL and B= carriers. Then C = (AB)~ is
closed, hence /x * v measurable. If we apply the convolution formula to
the function / = fo the characteristic function of C, noting that

for all x,y G S, we have

= f €cdp*v = $f ic

To show that any open set W which intersects C has fi * v(W) >0 ,
the arguments used in the proof in Glicksberg [3, Lemma 4.1] can be
repeated here because S is locally compact (Hausdorff) hence completely
regular.

Second, many results which depend on this convolution formula but
not on joint continuity of semigroup multiplication can now be estab-
lished for locally compact separately continuous semigroups. For exam-
ples, results in Wong [10], [11], [12], [13] and [14]. Each time the

Fubini's Theorem is called for the equality of the integrals I fdfi * v,
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I I f(xy)dl*(y)dv(y) and I I f{xy)dv{y)dii{x) in the jointly continu-
ous case, it is now ensured by the convolution formula in the separately
continuous situation as long as / E Li(/x * v). As a case in point, we can
now define the convolution /JL Of (and fOfi) of a measure /x G M(S)
and a generalised function fEGL(S) where / = (//I)M£M(s)^
II{Loo(| fi |): fi E M(S)} is called a generalised function if/̂  = /„ | //, | - a.e.
whenever j/ , <̂  v and ||/|| = sup{||/^, ||̂ o=: \\/i || ̂  1} < °°. It is known that
the Banach space GL(S) is isometrically isomorphic to M(S)* and that
GL(S) contains all bounded (Borel) measurable functions (see Wong
[14] for more details and results in this direction).

If / G GL(S), fji G M(S), ii Of is defined by

where //, ©/„*v{y)= I /^*»(xy )dfi (x) for | v (-almost all y in S. J

determines unambiguously an equivalence class in Loofl v |). Moreover,
jit O / is again a generalised function and we have the identity

Here / O i> is defined similarly and (/, ^ ) = I /^d/i if / G GL(S) and

/Lt G M(S) .
All these follow from the Fubini's Theorem (and measurability of

f°r) in the jointly continuous case but are now obtainable from our
convolution formula in the separately continuous situation.

It is interesting to observe that if S is a locally compact group and
/GLoc(S) is also Borel measurable, then fiOf is just p~*f where
/JL~EM(S) is defined by n~(E) = n{E~l) and of course we identify a
bounded Borel measurable function / with the generalised function
(fp)peM(s) such that fa = f for all /JL G M(S). For fOv, the result is less
elegant (because of the distinction between left and right Haar measures)
under this identification. In fact fOv corresponds to A((l/A)/* i/~)
where A is the modular function and the above identity becomes

where (f, ft) = I fdfi. For unimodular groups, this is

(fi ~ * f, v) = (f, ft * v) = (f * v~, n).
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In general, if / is bounded Borel measurable, jjL,vEMa(S), the
absolutely continuous measures in M(S) (with respect to a fixed left Haar
measure A), the identity then reads

where $, tjj are the functions in Lt(S) = Ma(S) corresponding to fi and v,

and <f>~(x)= <£(O> x E s- (S e e Hewitt and Ross [4,= )

§20.12, §20.13 and §20.14] and Hewitt and Ross [5, Addendum to
Volume I, p. 726].)
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